
Protect the heart of your business.
Avoid Making These 10 Common Cybersecurity
Mistakes.

The prevalence of cyber-attacks and the increasingly sophisticated methods deployed by the
bad guys have created a new reality for modern business. Cybersecurity must now be a top
priority, and the inherent risks must be proactively managed.

Despite the ever-present threat level, and despite the fact that so  much of our daily lives - both
professional and personal - are managed online, data shows that many people are still failing to heed
even the most basic security principles around passwords.

Password Best Practices
for Business

And this failure to follow today's password best practices is a serious threat to your business network.   

Protect your business - follow
these password best practices.

Pro Tip: Have a Clean Desk Policy

Remove sticky notes containing
passwords from monitors and from the
top of unlocked desk drawers.
 Passwords should not be left out in
the open or in common/easy to find
locations.

They also shouldn't be passed around in email threads.
Instead use a temporary message service such as Temp.PM
to send messages that expire.

Don't re-use passwords - maintain unique
passwords for each account that stores
sensitive information about you
Mandate the use of alpha-numeric
combinations on network passwords
Passwords should be long and strong - the
new rule of thumb is that 14+ characters is
safest
Avoid using simple adjacent keyword
combinations, such as "qwerty" and "123456"

Do not create passwords based on personal
information such as birthdate, SSN, phone #

or names of family members
Set passwords to expire at regular intervals
Don't store passwords in plain sight

For the past 5 years, the most
commonly used password has been:

123456

https://temp.pm/


We are experts in cybersecurity solutions, managed IT services, IT projects, cloud
technologies and more. Call us today for professional IT advice and request a network
security assessment.
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Stay two steps ahead with two-factor authentication.
Two-factor authentication is a simple - but effective - solution.  It works using something you know (a password, a code, a PIN or
a passphrase), and something you have (a physical token, a chip, a fob or a phone.)  The objective is to provide an additional
layer of security, so that even if someone captures your password they still wouldn't be able to gain access to the account
without that second required piece of information.  Most providers today offer this option.

Strong passwords contain: Weak passwords contain:

Pro Tip: Make a memorable,
unusual sentence

Common wisdom is to combine upper and lower case
passwords with numbers or symbols in order to alter a
memorable word, such as p@5sW0rD.  But these are
easier to crack, thanks to the lower costs and increased
sophistication of password cracking tools.

Instead, try composing a memorable, unusual sentence
and then use the first letter of each word (w/capitalization
and special characters) to create your password.  For
example, "The purple cow jumped 10 feet high yesterday
at dawn" would be "tPcJ105Hy@D"

each character that you add to a
password makes it an order of

magnitude harder to attack by brute-
force methods.

Size Matters

Length:  8 characters is the standard, but 14+

is becoming the new recommendation
Complexity: uses a combination of
uppercase, lowercase, numbers and special
characters, including Non-English characters
where possible
Randomness - nothing that can be easily
guessed
Spaces, if possible

Default passwords
Fewer than 8 characters
Keyboard patterns such as 123456 and asdfgh
Words that can be found in the dictionary,
even with misspellings
Personal information that can easily be found
via social media or other online sources
Pop culture references
Common words or phrases like "password"

2 or 4 digit numbers at the beginning or end,

especially if those digits represent the current
year, a birthdate or person's age
The addition of ! as the special character at
the end of a non-complex password
No complexity

Password Security is a
Must for Business Today!
Failure by your end-users to follow good password
management puts your entire business network at risk.

All business leaders should:

Educate all end-users about password best
practices and the risks of not following them
Set passwords to expire
Mandate the use of complex, alpha-numeric
passwords that are at least 12 characters
Use a unique password for every business account
Use two-factor authentication

https://www.corsicatech.com/

